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*Also find our ACT online course at learn.tutorted.com*   Learn invaluable  ACT strategies using

Tutor Ted's techniquesÃ¢â‚¬â€•cultivated for over a decadeÃ¢â‚¬â€•to achieve YOUR maximum

ACT score. Tutor Ted is a test prep tutoring company that has helped thousands of students to

achieve their best ACT scores. The Tutor Ted philosophy is simple: when students know the

content of the test and have strategies to apply that knowledge, the test becomes much simpler,

much more predictableÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and test scores go up.   The original Ã¢â‚¬Å“Tutor Ted,Ã¢â‚¬Â•

Ted Dorsey, scored a perfect 36 on the ACT. He teaches students students to see the simplicity

behind the test and helps them to believe that once you know whatÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s on the test, the test

makers cannot fool you.   Here is what is included in this book:    All of the science knowledge

required on the ACT Science Test over the past fifteen years!   We combed through our library of

over 60 real tests to find all of the specific science content that ACT has required students to

knowÃ¢â‚¬â€•and published it in this book.   Training exercises broken out by topic to help students

develop their knowledge and skill.   Do you know how to use a semicolon? Or what it means when

two variables are inversely proportional? Once you know that stuff, the ACT becomes a much easier

and friendlier test.   Practice questions just like what you'll see on the ACT    We model all of our

questions off of previously administered ACT exams. That way, you know what to expect when you

get to the test.   Strategies for attacking every section of the ACT   Part of what makes students

successful on the ACT is knowing the content; another part is knowing how to approach  the test.

This book offers strategies and ways of thinking that will make any student better at both the

Reading and the Science sections of the ACT.   Simple, clear, and practical tutorials   At Tutor Ted,

simplicity is our style. We specialize in clear and useful lessons. After all, if you canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

understand it, you canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t use it.   Techniques for approaching double reading passages  

What if we told you the new wrinkle the ACT introducedÃ¢â‚¬â€•Ã¢â‚¬Å“pairedÃ¢â‚¬Â• reading

passagesÃ¢â‚¬â€•actually make taking the test much, much easier?   Tutorials and practice

prompts for the new, enhanced ACT Writing Test   Learn how to make an essay

Ã¢â‚¬Å“blueprintÃ¢â‚¬Â•Ã¢â‚¬â€•the simple way to structure and organize your essay so you

deliver on all the requirements of the prompt.   The funny, fresh voice that sets Tutor Ted apart from

the rest.   The teaching style that makes us, well, us.   Maximize YOUR success...with help from

Tutor Ted.   Tutor Ted: Non-boring ACT Prep Since 2000
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Ted Dorsey (the original Tutor Ted) has been tutoring students for the SAT and ACT since 2000. He

is a graduate of Princeton (A.B., English) and UCLA (M.A., Education). Ted earned a perfect score

on the SAT (1600) and PSAT (240) in high school. Since then, he has earned perfect scores on the

ACT (36), SAT Subject Test in Literature (800), and SAT Subject Test in Math Level 2 (800).  He is

the founder of Tutor Ted, Inc., the author of four test prep books, and proud father to two cats, TK

and Max.

Just took the ACT today and felt completely prepared! It's not dry and keeps my interest but still is

able to teach me!

I think Ted and his team did a great job on this book. I am using it with most of my students; I think

the best section is the Math Review but all of the advice in the book is worthwhile.

Great reading

I love Tutor Ted's witty approach to test prep in this book! While most prep books put young people

to sleep before they can benefit much from the content, this one includes humorous side notes,

clever strategies, and lots of sage advice delivered with just the right combination of encouragement

and attitude. Some of my favorite parts of the book are "how to be a science ninja," approaching the

optional wring test using a "brain tsunami," and using "caveman notes" with the reading test. I highly



recommend this entertaining and informative approach to getting ready for the ACT!

Wow! This book does a wonderful job of presenting a stressful and boring subject in a fun and

lighthearted way. It manages to stay entertaining while still covering every aspect of the test

in-depth. Not only that, but it is currently the only book on the market to cover the new essay and

the new dual reading passages. I have been teaching the ACT for ten years and this is the best

ACT prep book I have ever seen.

This guide was a life-savor. As I had been in the dark about the content and specifics of the ACT, it

guided me with details about each section while providing valuable and simple techniques to use. I

am now ready to tackle the test with much less anxiety and more light.

This book has been a lifesaver. I was a bit lost when it came to this stuff but it will be great for my

daughter. The book is a very light read, easy to get through and has its funny moments. It has a

step by step process to go over strategies to get through test. Then it goes into the many sections

(which are easy to flip through as there are "tabs" on the right side of each page) of the test and

there are places to take notes throughout the book. I wish this book was available when I took the

test years ago. Would have been a much easier process.

This book is really well put together for students - it's clear, helpful, and funny! It's laid out in a

manageable way with blocks of helpful information and tips interlaced with hints and humor

throughout. Tutor Ted's humor combined with his explanations of the material and hints for success

on the tests help make the ACTs seem a lot less daunting. This is a great book to get for students

preparing for the ACT.
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